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INTRODUCTION

My work this semester has been loosely focused around attempting to reconcile the differences between subjective and objective geographies, between maps and mental maps.  I managed 
to link that focus to a broader interest in perceptions of safety in public space through my final project on perceptions of safety and lighting.  There is a disconnect between the safety nar-
ratives presented by Brownie and Rundberg residents and the crime statistics and narratives that inform APD’s approach to the neighborhood.  APD focuses on the Southern end of the site, 
particularly the “drug house” and the field beyond the fence, which is known as a site for drug deals and prostitution, while crime statistics communicate highly localized dangers in the form 
of crime hot spots.  In contrast, Brownie residents convey a more general sense of unease about the neighborhood.  Longtime residents, as evidenced by comments at the community meet-
ing, express fears of transient populations, immigrants, renters, homeless people, “undesirables,” who threaten their community.  More recent transplants feel unsafe out in the neighborhood 
where they may encounter drug dealers, prostitutes and their clients, speeding cars, or rowdy kids.  These are perceived dangers, not reflected in crime statistics or dealt with by police.  Some 
may be more imagined than real, but they inform people’s behavior and help define their perceptions of space.  The perception of Brownie Dr. as an unsafe space is an obstacle to the cohesion 
of the Brownie community.  This semester, I have been interested in the ways in which mental maps, like the ones we drew after our first site visit, inform our understanding of space perhaps 
more than “objective” maps, and I have tried to represent those collective mental maps in my deliverables and draw on them in my interventions.  I am interested in the ways in which percep-
tions of spaces create the spaces themselves in that it is our percieved space we experience, rather than objective or “mapped” space, and I have tried to develop strategies to alter Brownie Dr. 
by influencing the way it is percieved, rather than physically changing the space.
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SITE: BROWNIE DRIVE / AUSTIN, TX

 Brownie Dr. is perceived by residents as a network of unsafe paths 
and spaces that surround and isolate those spaces that are familiar to them.  
Public and private space are sharply delineated, with many residents feeling 
uneasy outside their homes when the only “public” spaces in their neigh-
borhood are streets with speeding cars, isolated back alleys, and forboding 
empty spaces.  I make a distinction here between public space and com-
munal space.  There is a fair amount of space within the Brownie site that 
is public in that it is not private, but little that is communal, that fosters a 
sense of collective ownership or encourages communal use.  While planners 
instinctively see open space as an asset to a community, a potential park, a 
communal space that is not obligated to be used for travel or living space, 
Brownie residents seem to avoid the creekbed for the most part, and they see 
it as empty during the day and dangerous at night.  Even in my initial mental 
map, I greatly exagerrated the size of the creekbed and saw it as a separate 
space from the rest of the neighborhood.
 Unsafe spaces in Brownie fall into two categories: danger from 
speeding cars, which is most intense at the intersections where Brownie 
meets Diamondback and Applegate, the east-west access roads to I-35; and 
fear of violent crime, which is associated with most spaces outside an indi-
vidual’s home, but mostly with the empty, isolating creekbed - many of the 
windows facing the creekbed are blocked or boarded up - the park, which is 
associated both with the “drug house” and with the field beyond the fence, 
and the spaces between houses, to the west, which are seen as the dark 
allyways of the site: isolating, confined, and removed from the safety of com-
munity surveillance.
 The image at right is one of Brownie’s few streetlights.  Streetlight-
ing, or the absence of it, represents a possible intersection between these 
two categories of unsafe spaces.  Both types of danger increase at night, 
when pedestrians are at greater risk from speeding cars, and when darkness 
increases feeligns of vulnerability in public spaces.  I have attempted to ad-
dress this by working from perceptions of public space to placement of new 
streetlights throughout the site.  However, rather than attempt to find precise 
locations for new streetlights, I have attempted to develop a process by 
which perceptions of safety can directly inform future lighting decisions.  In 
researching this project, I have come across a general consensus that better 
lighting alone does little to reduce crime or improve perceptions of safety.  
Rather, it is participation in the decision process for improving lighting, and 
the resulting feeling of ownership in spatial transformation that contributes 
to a safer-feeling neighborhood.  Therefore, I have attempted to design a 
process by which perceptions of safety can be determinants in planning 
decisions, a source of control for residents over how they experience their 
environment.
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MENTAL MAPPING
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The image at left is an aerial view of the site.

The image at left is a composite intended to 
represent safe and unsafe areas. the creek-
bed is replaced with an image of post-Katrina 
New Orleans, to represent the perception of 
the creekbed as a desolate place, one to be 
avoided, a no man’s land.  Streets are replaced 
with images of freeways in heavy traffic, to 
represent the perception of streets as danger-
ous to pedestrians and unsafe to cross.  Other 
areas considered unsafe are rendered in black 
and white.
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For a case study, I chose Movement on Main from Syracuse, NY, where multiple light sources, many of them motion-activated, and reflective surfaces, 
react to the way pedestrians move through the space.  Though Movement on Main is a bit gimmicky and meant to entertain, I drew from it the concept 
of multiple, non-hierarchical light sources performing differing but related functions, and the idea that perception of space could be created through 
an interaction between a person inhabiting that space and those light sources.

PRECEDENT STUDY
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The first step in my process was to code different areas of the site 
according to lighting needs.  Orange for highway lighting, tall, 
bright lights with a wide beam that could be placed near access 
routes to and from I-35 to illuminate the street where speeding is 
the worst.  Yellow for standard-issue streetlights along Brownie.  
Green for areas surrounding interventions in the creekbed, where 
decorative lighting would be warranted.  Blue for lighting along 
informal paths.  And red for the “dark alleyways” behind the four-
plexes next to the commercial strip along I-35.

The following page shows suggestions for light fixtures.  I chose fixtures 
for each need, all LED, four GE products and one from a smaller firm.

URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK AND INTERVENTION
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The image at left shows  current lighting 
conditions on Brownie Dr.  There are nine 
streetlights, arranged with no obvious pat-
tern, though all are in front of owner-occu-
pied residences.

The image at right shows my suggestions 
for lighting locations around Brownie Dr.  
The enormous increase in lighting fixtures 
is necessary to create anything close to 
continuous lighting.  The lighting focuses 
on areas marked as unsafe via my coding 
system.
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The final stage of my project was to construct a 
1”=1’ model of my five lighting types.  Rather than a 
typical site mode, I chose a diorama illustrating the 
five types of fixtures because my aim was to cre-
ate a toolkit for lighting design based on subjective 
perceptions of space and community involvement, 
not to design specific solutions for Bownie Dr.


